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Welcome to the 

Fisher Peak Recorder Series 

         by Larry Dureski 

Key Features of each Fisher Peak piece: 

• Real Recorder Demonstrations – Students hear an authentic recorder demonstration rather 

than a keyboard programmed to a recorder sound.   

• Acoustic Play-Along Tracks – A variety of acoustic instruments were used in the recording of 

these demonstration and accompaniment tracks for an authentic play-along experience. 

• Mature Feel – Even though these materials were created for Grades 3 and up, the use of calm 

voice-overs and photography in the videos makes this resource ideal for teaching older students 

learning the basic concepts of recorder playing.   

• Activity Options – Each Fisher Peak piece can be used as a stand-alone learning activity to 

complement another recorder method or be used in combination as a developmental sequence.   

Fisher Peak Package Contents: 

Each piece in this series is a comprehensive set of teaching resources for providing engaging Music 

learning for both in-class and online instruction.  Each resource bundle includes: 

• MP4 Instructional Video with a recorder demonstration of the piece as well as play-along 

notation-reading activities with an accompaniment track.  This video is suitable for use in the 

classroom while teaching the piece or for sharing with students on a school’s internal sharing 

network.    

• MP4 Play-along Only Video for using when students have mastered the piece and no longer 

need the instructional components or recorder demonstrations.  Both instructional and play-

along videos are not necessarily designed to be played from beginning to end but can be paused 

at any place for extra practice.  A photo page between each notation page makes the notation 

pages easy to locate when scrolling through each video. 

• PDF Recorder Sheet Music for your students.  As the purchaser, you have permission to copy 

this page for use in one school. 

• PDF Piano/Guitar Accompaniment page to add another play-along option with your students. 

• MP3 Audio Files of the accompaniment tracks for use in performance situations. 

• PDF Teacher’s Notes including instructional suggestions, accommodations for differentiated 

learning, and a video map to facilitate scrolling from one part of each video to another. 

Terms of Use:   

This video, Introduction to Play-along Fun!, is intended for your review and use in your classroom.   If 

wishing to share this resource with colleagues or someone beyond your school community, refer them 

to this website.    
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Teaching Suggestions for this Introductory Video: 

This video shows the finger placement for the notes B, A, and G.  Each note is followed by a short, 

written example that shows what each note looks like in the staff.   

Teaching note values or rhythm counting is not necessary prior to using this introductory video, as it 

follows a “call and response” format.  Use this free resource as an opportunity to teach finger 

placement, tonguing, and smooth tone production on each pitch.  Scroll back to the beginning of each 

written example and replay to give extra practice at playing along with the accompaniment and 

tonguing the rhythm.    

Once students can play these examples with confidence, ask them what they have noticed about the 

notes that are open circles compared to the ones that are coloured in.  This exploratory approach can be 

used to introduce the concepts of note values and rhythm counting. 

The last notation page in this video shows 12 combinations of B, A, and G. Pause here and use these 

examples to conduct a reading practice.  Here are some sample activities that can be done with this 

page: 

Letter Name Activity: Tell students which measure number you picked.  Have a volunteer provide the 

letter names of the three notes.  Have the group say the same note names together, act out the 

combination on their recorders using chin position (tip of the mouthpiece placed in the hollow of the 

chin so that students can say the note names while acting the fingerings), and then play the 

combination. 

Note Recognition Activity: Demonstrate one of the combinations on your recorder for the class.  Ensure 

that students can see your fingers.  Students try to identify which measure you played.  Follow up by 

having students play the measure on their instruments.   This activity can begin with selecting a measure 

from a row, giving students three options from which to choose.  Go to columns to increase the options 

to four.  Use top half and bottom half for six, and then try selecting from anywhere on the page.   

Note: When you are demonstrating the fingerings for the class, you are probably exaggerating the finger 

movements on and off the holes so that students can see what is being done.  Let students know that 

you are doing this, and that when they are playing back, they can use the correct technique of keeping 

their fingers close to the holes while moving on and off.  Remind students to keep their right hand on 

the lower half of the instrument as suggested in the video. 

 

Make a Song:  Play an entire row, diagonal line, or column.  Use the quarter rest at the end of each 

measure as an opportunity to look ahead to prepare for the next three-note task.  Allow struggling 

learners to choose one measure from the selected row or column, let you know when they have their 

measure ready, and add it in when the class plays the line. 
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Video Map:   

Video maps are included with every product in the Fisher Peak Recorder Series for ease of scrolling to 

any component of the video.  This page can be printed and placed beside your lesson plan as a quick 

reference to any part of the video.   

The following video map of this free resource is ready for use in your classroom to easily locate parts of 

this video while teaching these introductory concepts. 

 

Introduction to Play-Along Fun! (4:19) 

0:20 - B note fingering explanation 

0:53 - B notation page 

1:15 - B demonstration and play-along 

1:45 - A note fingering explanation 

1:59 - A notation page 

2:23 - A demonstration and play-along 

2:52 - G note fingering explanation 

3:09 - G notation page 

3:30 - G demonstration and play-along 

4:07 - More B, A, G note combinations activity page 
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Pieces in the Fisher Peak Recorder Series: 

Resource 
Package 

Pitches Rhythms Theory Related 
Concepts 

Introduction to 
Play-along Fun 

B, A, G Half Note, 
Quarter Note 

  

Starting Point B, A, G Whole Note, 
Half Note, 
Quarter Note 

Repeat Sign  

Power Trip 
 
       and 

A, G Half Note, 
Quarter Note, 
Eighth Notes 
 

 12-measure 
blues, 

Power Up! B, A Same as Power 
Trip 

 Transposition 

Duration 
Station 

B, A, G Whole Note & 
Rest  
Half Note,  
Quarter Note & 
Rest  
 

ABA form Counting beats 
while playing 
notes and rests 
of varying values 

Rag BAG B, A, G Syncopation, 
Eighth notes 

D.C. al Coda Ragtime style 

Misty Morning B, A, G, E Whole Note, 
Half Note, 
Quarter Note 

Slurs,  
Playing in two 
parts 

First and second 
themes, 
Music and mood 

e-BAG Jazz B, A, G, E 
 
C5, D5 are used 
in an optional 
countermelody 

Whole Note & 
Rest 
Half Note & Rest 
Quarter Note & 
Rest 
Eighth Notes 

D.S. al Fine, 
Tenuto-staccato 
articulation of 
eighth notes 
(doo-dot) 

Swing feel (in 
the 
accompaniment 
track), 
Countermelody 

 

But wait . . . there will be more pieces added to this list.  Styles will range from the Boogie-

Woogie to Funk, and the right hand will get more playing time in the game.  Play on and have 

fun! 

 


